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INTRODUCTION
Icon
dog->doge->shiba->urajiro
our icon is Urajiro shiba named DUGGEE, a cream to
white color required in the following areas of a Shiba
Inu no matter its color. On the sides of the muzzle, the
cheeks, inside the ears, the under jaw and upper
throat, inside the legs, on the tummy, around the
“vent” and the bottom of the tail. On red Shibas, it’s
usually on the throat and chest, and on black and
sesames, it’s usually a mark on both sides of the fore
chest. Urajiro remains a bit of a genetic mystery
because science isn’t certain what causes it. And this is
unique. And our logo is an origami urajiro, lets try to
fold our DUGGEE.
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Who are WE?
The founder
was Brick Duggeemoto and some of his pals. They
want to create a token that can support back to
back to the NFT world for crypto and NFT addicts.
The NFT world is bigger than you could ever
imagine, and it's absolutely incredible!
And why is the theme still dog related?
are you a copydog?
Dogs are not called “Man’s Best Friend” by accident.
Not only are they fiercely loyal, but dogs are also
extremely affectionate. Quite similar to humans,
dogs are social animals who want to bond, be
accepted, and be loved. They are the most loving
animals in the entire world.
Community
Duggee was created by cocooncolony.org and with
the assist of the local crypto community, now they
have a bigger vision for Duggee journey. Have you
ever considered what the future might hold if we all
walk together?

“If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go far, go together.”
African Proverb
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Tokenomic
Mainnet
: Binance Smart Chain
Smart Contract : 0x6fd69eac70cfad00f53d2e596f370b
2bc47610eb
Token Name
Symbol
Decimal
Nickname
Total supply
Reflection

: DUGGEE TOKEN
: $DUGGEE
:9
: Dogecoin vol. 2
: 149.999.888.777
: 4% Marketing wallet
: 4% back to liquidity
: 2% back to hodlers

Just before launch on Pancakeswap 3rd October
2021, duggee token just burn supply for 10%!
Make more close supply to dogecoin

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/dogecoin/
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Some are RARE
Some are UNIQUE
Duggee will launch NFT Marketplace on early 2022
and for every transactions on Duggee NFT
Marketplace will manage by NFT wallet.

This wallet will take actions for every transaction for
buy/sell on Duggee NFT Marketplace. Every 50% of
Duggee NFT sales will go to Duggee NFT wallet.
Other 50% will use for artists and community
development.
For now on, please take a look for our 4 kinds of NFT
prototypes on opensea.io/duggee_galleery
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DUGGEE PICCTURE

Ssstt... your online identity :D
This galery will contains:
-unique tshirt
-branded tshirt
-famous character
-special design
-1000 items on Duggee NFT Marketplace
-everything that you never imagine before :D
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DUGGEE TROOPERS

Duggee Troopers virtual 3D toys. Each series consists
of 5 different collectible Troopers. Every Trooper is
unique! Each Trooper is one-of-a-kind and rare. Also,
worth collecting.
Have you ever imagine this troopers will be real like
bearbrick or lego character?
also will add to Gallery X with awesome artists
collaboration.
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DUGGEE X

Result of duggee's collaboration with various
types of artists. Duggee worked together to
create a magnificent masterpiece. This is a oneof-a-kind piece that will not be found anywhere
else!
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DUGGEE INVESTMENT

This galery contains a variety of item with
original value of the $duggee token. Like
treasure of the sea! Good luck with your hunt!

UNIQUE BURN
MECHANISM
WIth NFT wallet that manage Duggee NFT sales,
when it reach 10% of Duggee Token total supply,
it will be burn and reduce to 9% of total supply.
So it will support us to reduce the current
circulating supply. And also will take action for
Duggee Pawnshop.
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TROOPERS DYOR!
This is a living document and information is up to date at the time of
publishing. Please note information herein does not constitute
investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort
of advice and you should not treat any of the content as such.
Please make any research or consult your financial advisor before
making any investment decisions. By purchasing any Duggee Token
products, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or
investment and you agree to hodl the team harmless and not liable
for any losses or taxes you may charge.
You also agree that the team is presenting the products "as is" and is
not required to provide any support or services. And please pay
attention Duggee Token not a registered digital currencies, the team
strongly recommends that cityzens in area with government bans on
crypto do not purchase ot because the team cannot ensure
compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make
any purchase.
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